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Center for Homeland Defense and Security master’s degree alumnus Jay Scott Emler is using his education to mold
an unlikely state agency into a homeland security enterprise.
Emler was recently elected chairman of the Kansas Corporation Commission after serving on the board for two
years. While
this kind of body is normally charged with the mundane tasks of energy policy
and rates, in Kansas the commission is on the leading-edge of incorporating
intelligence into utility security.
A state senator from 2001-2014, Emler also served as a part-time deputy
homeland security advisor as the state grappled with budget cuts. During that
time, he worked on issues related to Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources,
known commonly as CIKR, and sharpened his interest in the states fusion
operation, the Kansas Intelligence Fusion Center (KIFC). That interest has
continued with his work on the commission.
“We work with our critical infrastructure partners, but not in a mandatory
fashion,” he said. “That is what has made it so workable. The Corporation
Commission has an appreciation for what the fusion center does and the way it
does it. The utilities, the critical infrastructure folks, keep all their information.
We don’t jump into the middle of their information, but we do help facilitate the
analysis of that information.”
The KIFC is a multi-discipline operation that includes traditional intelligence
products as well as threats such as critical infrastructure, cyber and biological. It has been lauded in intelligence
circles as a model for cyber-security efforts across the nation. Members of the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) have toured the fusion center and that group is sponsoring a classified briefing to utilities
professionals to be presented by Emler next month in Washington, D.C.
“In a cyber-security mission analysis for the FY14 National Defense Authorization Act, the current Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Homeland Defense provided a specific finding that lists the KIFC as a ‘leading example’ of
‘Whole of Government’ and ‘Whole of Nation’ cyber capabilities,” the state’s adjutant general wrote to the state’s
Legislature in 2014.
For Emler, the foray into fusion center was an exemplification of his CHDS master’s degree thesis, “How to Fund
Homeland Security without Federal Dollars: State and Local Funding of Homeland Security Initiatives in Light of
Decreased Support by the Federal Government.” The thesis examined ways to fund programs once federal
homeland security grants had ebbed, and gained prescience as Kansas faced more recent budget cuts. His part-
time status in the state’s homeland security department was a way to fill a state priority with fewer dollars.
Another novel approach to current budget shortfalls is that the KCC also funds a fusion center analyst who focuses
on CIKR, with special attention paid to potential cyber-attacks in the energy sector.
“We haven’t got out of the budget woes yet, but that (funding an analyst) is one of the things we can do as a
commission that will help the utilities industries, but will also help homeland security in the state,” he said. “The
state’s fusion center works with utilities literally from coast to coast on a proof of concept analysis for different
regions.”
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One of the unwritten benefits of CHDS education is the wealth of contacts it provides, and Emler’s work proves that
to be true. One example is a visit from Utah State Public Safety Commissioner Keith Squires, a NPS-CHDS
master’s degree alumnus, who toured the Kansas fusion center operation. Emler has also been invited to speak to
numerous organizations about Kansas’ fusion operation.
“Having those contacts definitely helps,” he said. “Having the NPS lapel pin has been helpful in opening the doors.
People say ‘maybe I ought to listen to his guy.’”
Equally valuable was the change in thinking and perspective the curriculum’s rigors instill.
“What NPS really did is say shake it up and look at it differently,” he said. “That served me well. I never thought I
would be traveling the country talking about the Kansas fusion center.”
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